Adsorption into the MFI zeolite of aromatic molecule of biological relevance. Investigations by Monte Carlo simulations.
Adsorption of paracresol and water into the silicalite-1 (MFI) zeolite has been investigated using canonical and grand-canonical Monte Carlo simulations. The most stable sites of adsorption of paracresol are found to be located at the channel intersections. Grand-canonical simulations have shown that at low loading, water molecules adsorb preferably at the vicinity of paracresol molecules, whereas they are also located in the sinusoidal channels as the loading increases. In order to explain the experimental adsorption isotherm observed for the coadsorption of water and paracresol in the MFI zeolite we propose a new concept of apparent adsorption enthalpy that varies with the concentration of the solution. The mathematical expression for the apparent enthalpy is introduced in an adsorption isotherm model. We shall refer to this theoretical isotherm as a non-langmuirian isotherm. The non-linear expression for the apparent adsorption enthalpy accounts for a variable accessibility of the sites of adsorption with respect to the concentration of the solution.